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Abstract
It has been generally acknowledged that the module structure of protein interaction networks plays a crucial role with respect to the functional understanding of these networks. In this paper, we study evolutionary aspects of the module structure of protein interaction networks, which forms a mesoscopic level of description with respect to the architectural principles of networks. The purpose of this paper is to investigate limitations of well known gene duplication models by showing that these models are lacking crucial structural features present in protein interaction networks on a mesoscopic scale. This observation reveals our incomplete understanding of the structural evolution of protein networks on the module level.

Introduction
The understanding of evolutionary processes is not only of great interest to reconstruct the history of organic life and its evolution but can also help to shed light on the molecular functioning of organisms [1–6]. With the availability of large-scale sequence information and protein structures, the information stored in these entities could be systematically exploited with the help of computational and statistical methods [7–12]. Such studies have in common that a functional understanding is usually not obtained by direct investigations of molecular interactions but by inductive reasoning based on a comparative analysis. This is in contrast to studies based on the analysis of gene networks [13], because with the advent of network biology [14] and the availability of genome-scale networks, evolutionary questions can be addresses on the network-level [15]. Due to the fact that the structure of gene networks, e.g., metabolic, protein, or transcriptional regulatory networks, represent causal molecular interactions, direct studies of the biological function are enabled [16–18].

Since the introduction of random networks in the 1950s [19,20] many new network classes have been invented [21–24], commonly called complex networks, and shown to provide better models for numerous natural phenomena [25–27]. Over the years, the interest in these complex networks has been gradually shifted from studying local properties, e.g., degree distributions, toward larger substructures or subnetworks forming motifs or communities [28–31]. In biology, the rational for this shift lies in the opportunity that gene networks offer in revealing insights about functional working mechanisms of a cell, if studied appropriately [13,32,33]. Similarly, this trend can be also observed in studies of the structural evolution of gene networks [34,35].

The major purpose of this paper is to study two biologically motivated models that have been introduced to describe the evolution of protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks. More precisely, we study the question if the network gene duplication (NGD) model [36,37] and the duplication-mutation complementation (DMC) model [38] resemble the module structure of biological protein interaction networks. Due to the similarity of both models, as described in detail in section ‘Network data and models’, we use the term gene duplication model (GDM) to either indicate the network gene duplication model or the duplication-mutation complementation model. The general idea of our study is to probe these evolutionary models by comparing networks generated with these models with biological PPI networks from various organisms [39,40] to gain a deeper understanding of their capabilities. Here, the fact that a gene duplication model may have limitations would be of no surprise, since every model is merely an abstraction of reality sacrificing certain aspects to gain a mathematical representation. However, it is important to understand what specific limitations a gene duplication model is suffering from to judge its usefulness to serve as a model for the evolution of protein interaction networks. Considering the results from investigations studying either the NGD model or the DMC model with respect to the degree distribution of the networks, it appears unlikely that on this level of description refuting information can be found. Instead, in this article we are focusing on mesoscopic properties of networks in form of modules [41,42]. The motivating idea for choosing this level is not only the fact that the module structure of networks is by far less well studied compared to the degree distribution, but, from a biological point of view, a module appears to be a more important entity with respect to the biological function of an organism than the degree of a gene. More specifically, genes and gene products establish by
interacting with each other a biological function. This entity is of central importance to understand the functioning of an organism. In more abstract terms the interactions among genes establish an information flow that gives rise to this biological function. In this respect, modules can be considered to represent basic entities of information processing on a molecular level. Due to the fact that both, the network gene duplication model and the duplication-mutation complementation model, have been introduced to resemble gene inheritance [43], but not information processing in modules, the answer to the question if these models resemble the module structure of biological protein interaction networks does not immediately follow from their definition, but needs to be investigated. For reasons of completeness, we would like to mention that the two evolutionary models [36–38] are not the only models that has been proposed for the evolution of protein networks but there are a few other models, e.g., [44–46]. However, the NGD model and the DMC model investigated in this paper might be the most widely used and studied models in the literature.

In order to study the proposed question quantitatively, we pursue the following approach. First, we select an algorithm to identify the modules in networks. Second, we define several network-based measures that capture important information about the module structure of a network. These measures will form the components of a feature vector that represents the network. Third, we use agglomerative clustering to cluster the feature vectors in order to reveal similarities respectively differences between the clustered networks.

This paper is organized as follows. In the ‘Methods’ section we specify the network data we are analyzing and the methods we are applying. In the ‘Results’ section we present numerical results of our analysis and discuss our findings. The paper finishes with the ‘Discussion’ section presenting a summary and an outlook to future problems.

**Methods**

In order to study the question if gene duplication models resemble the module structure of biological protein interaction networks, we need to realize that any gene duplication model (GDM) is formally a stochastic process [36–38]. That means if we generate two networks using the same model parameters, these networks will most likely not be identical. However, they share certain characteristics quantifiable by network-based measures, e.g., the exponent of their degree distribution or their edge density. This implies that a GDM, as any other stochastic process that generates networks, constitutes a network population or a network class. Throughout this paper, we use both terms synonymously. In the following we describe our general approach to study the population properties of a GDM.

Our overall approach is schematically visualized in Fig. 1. The basic idea is to map networks, which are part of a population, to feature vectors. That means the feature vectors are used as a representation of the networks, respectively the population of networks. We assume that there exists an underlying stochastic mechanism, or a model, that generates networks with common characteristics. These characteristics may vary from network to network because the underlying mechanism is stochastic rather than deterministic. The commonality of all networks generated from such a model forms a population. A specific example of a biologically motivated mechanism that generates protein networks is either the NGD model [36,37] or the DMC model [38]. For a given set of model parameters these models establish a population of networks sharing common properties. Another example for such a mechanism is the preferential attachment model which generates scale-free networks [21]. In the following, we assume that also (biological) protein networks constitute a population which have been generated by evolutionary forces.

The quantitative analysis we will perform is based on the feature vectors derived from the networks. We conduct a comparative analysis applying a hierarchical clustering to investigate similarities between feature vectors. This allows us to conclude about the similarities of the underlying networks and, hence, about the similarities of the populations. We want to re-emphasize that our focus is on the properties of the network populations rather than on individual networks. This difference is crucial because we do not aim to derive results about individual networks but for the population.

![Figure 1. A schematic visualization of our approach to study properties of network populations.](image-url)
Finding modules

In recent years, many algorithms have been introduced for finding the community or module structure in networks which are based on a variety of different principles and approaches [47–50]. In this paper, we use the edge-betweenness algorithm introduced in [51] for finding the modules in the networks we study. This method is probably the best studied module algorithm. Together with the measure modularity, \( Q \), it has been widely used for analyzing biological networks [52–56]. The principle working mechanism of the edge-betweenness algorithm is to start from a connected network and remove successively edges with the highest edge-betweenness values, i.e., edges that occur on many shortest paths. The idea is that edges connecting separate modules are more likely to have high edge betweenness values because paths between modules must pass through them. Successively removing edges with the highest edge-betweenness values results in a hierarchical tree of network components. The optimal partitioning of the network is obtained by finding the optimal cut of this tree. This is accomplished by using an optimization function, called modularity \( Q \). Application of this algorithm results in a non-overlapping module structure meaning that each node in the network is allowed to belong to exactly one module.

Module measures

In order to characterize the modular structure of a network \( G \), found by the application of a partitioning method \( \mathcal{A} \), we use 8 different measures introduced in the following. Some of these measures bear a resemblance to indices frequently used for the analysis of biological or chemical networks [57–61]. The motivation for the selection of the following measures is to obtain a heterogeneous set of network-based measures because we will use them as components of feature vectors.

For each network \( G \) we determine the number of communities \( M \) and its modularity value \( Q \) found by application of the partitioning algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) [51]. These measures provide a coarse overview of the network structure. To obtain more detailed information we calculate 4 additional measures which are based on the connectivity matrix of the modules, \( A_m \), of the module structure of \( G \). The components of \( A_m(i,j) \), for \( i \neq j \) and \( (i,j) \in \{1, \ldots, M\} \), give the number of connections between nodes in module \( i \) to nodes in module \( j \). All self-connections, \( A_m(i,i) \), are set to zeros. In the following we consider only undirected networks \( G \), hence, \( A_m \) is a symmetric matrix. In addition, we calculate a vector \( I_m \) whose components \( I_m(k) \) correspond to the number of nodes in module \( k \). From these auxiliary measures we obtain further measures. We want to remark that the matrix \( A_m \) can be considered as (weighted) adjacency matrix of a new network \( G_m \), whose nodes correspond to modules. We call \( G_m \) the module network.

The reason for this is, formally, \( G_m \) can be seen as the result from a functional mapping from \( G \), namely, \( G_m = \mathcal{M}(G) \). The last equation illustrates that the application of a method for finding a community structure in \( G \) leads to a new network \( G_m \). This is illustrated in Fig. 2. The measures defined in the following are calculated for module networks \( G_m \) in which one node corresponds to one module, as defined above. Due to the fact that we apply these measures to the module network \( G_m \), and not to the network \( G \), we enforce these measures to capture module specific information because \( G_m \) represents explicitly the modules found by the partitioning algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \).

We define the relative size, \( s \), of the largest module with respect to the size of the network,

\[
s = \frac{s_{\max}}{N},
\]

\[
s_{\max} = \max_k \{I_m(k)\}.
\]

Here \( s_{\max} \) gives the number of nodes found in the largest module and \( N \) is the total number of nodes in the network \( G \). Further, we determine the normalized entropy of the module connectivity, \( h_c \), given by

\[
h_c = \frac{H(p_m)}{\log(M)},
\]

where

\[
N_b = \sum_i \sum_j A_m(i,j)
\]

\[
p_m(i) = \frac{1}{N_b} \sum_j A_m(i,j), \quad \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, M\},
\]

Figure 2. Mapping from the unweighted network \( G \) to the weighted network \( G_m \) by application of a partitioning method \( \mathcal{A} \). The numbers next to the edges of the module network \( G_m \) refer to the values of the edge weights which correspond to the number of connections between nodes from module \( i \) to module \( j \), i.e., \( A_m(i,j) \).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035531.g002
\[ H(p_m) = - \sum_{i}^{M} p_m(i) \log(p_m(i)), \]  

whereby \( N_b \) is twice the number of connections between all modules and \( H() \) corresponds to the Shannon Entropy [62]. The measure \( h_i \) allows to get an impression of the connectivity among the different modules.

Next, we calculate the mean normalized module-wise entropy, \( h_{nw} \), by

\[ N_A(i) = \sum_{j}^{M} A_m(i,j), \quad \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, M\}, \]  

\[ p_A(j|i) = \frac{1}{N_A(i)} A_m(i,j), \quad \forall (i,j) \in \{1, \ldots, M\}, \]  

\[ h(p_A(i)) = -\frac{1}{\log(M)} \sum_{j=1}^{M} p_A(j|i) \log(p_A(j|i)), \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, M\} \]  

\[ h_{nw} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i}^{M} h(p_A(i)). \]

Both entropy measures are normalized because \( h_i, h_{nw} \in [0,1] \), due to the factors that we included in their definitions. The difference between the normalized entropy of the module connectivity, \( h_i \), and the mean normalized module-wise entropy, \( h_{nw} \), is that for \( h_i \) we calculate for each community \( i \) a probability value, \( p_R(i) \), based on its total connectivity to all other modules. In contrast, \( h_{nw} \) is obtained by calculating a probability vector, \( p_A(j|i) \), with \( j \in \{1, \ldots, M\} \), for each community \( i \). Hence, both measures focus on different structural aspects and for this reason have different discriminative properties with respect to the modular structure of the communities.

Finally, the normalized mutual information (nMI) [63] is defined as

\[ \text{MI} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} A_m(i,j) \frac{F}{F} \log \frac{A_m(i,j)F}{A_m(i)A_m(j)} \]  

\[ \text{nMI} = -\frac{\text{MI}}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} A_m(i,j) \frac{F}{F} \log \frac{A_m(i,j)F}{A_m(i)A_m(j)} + \sum_{j=1}^{M} A_m(i,j) \frac{F}{F} \log \frac{A_m(i,j)F}{A_m(i)A_m(j)}} \]

with \( A'_m(i,j) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} A_m(i,j) \), \( A'_m(j,i) = \sum_{j=1}^{M} A_m(i,j) \) and \( F = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} A_m(i,j) \). Because the module matrix \( A_m \) is symmetric for undirected networks \( G \), \( A'_m = A'_m \) holds. Briefly, Eqn 12 can be written as \( \text{nMI} = MI / (2 \times H(A'_m/F)) \), whereas \( H() \) is the Shannon Entropy.

In order to illustrate the numerical usage of our measures we present in Fig. 3 an example. Suppose we have an undirected, unweighted network \( G \) and application of an algorithm \( M \) for community finding results in the shown results. Here each node in the network corresponds to a module which may consists of a variable number of nodes, indicated by a varying size of these nodes. Let’s call these weighted network \( G_m \), because it describes the structural connectivity among the modules found in \( G \). The modules are numbered from 1 to 5 and \( A_m(i,j) \) gives the number of connections between module \( i \) and \( j \). For instance in Fig. 3, module 3 is connected to module 5 via 18 links. These links are obtained by using the partitioning which is found by application of \( M \) to \( G \), and its corresponding adjacency matrix (not shown). For reasons of simplicity we represent the number of links as weights of edges, instead of 18 individual links. When two modules are not directly connected then the corresponding component of \( A_m \) is zero, e.g., \( A_m(1,4) = 0 \). Numerically, we obtain for the example shown in Fig. 3:

\[ A_m = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 11 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 9 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 18 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 3 \\ 11 & 9 & 18 & 3 \end{pmatrix} \]

\[ M = 5 \]

\[ h_i = 0.815 \]

\[ h_{nw} = 0.153 \]

\[ \text{nMI} = 0.528 \]

**Network data and models**

Table 1 provides an overview of the 11 protein interaction networks we are using for our analysis. These data are taken from the BioGrid (BG) and IntAct (IA) database [39,40]. GCC shown in the fifth column corresponds to the giant connected component of the respective network which is the size of a subnetwork with the property that any two nodes are connected via an undirected path. In addition to the protein networks, table 1 contains also three non-biological networks. Specifically, one technological (power grid) and two social networks (netscience and hep-th) are also used in our analysis. ‘Power grid’ is the Western States power grid network, ‘Netscience’ represents a coauthorship network of scientists working on network theory, and ‘hep-th’ is a coauthorship network between scientists posting preprints on the high-energy theory e-print archive. The data for these networks are obtained from [24,64,65]. The merit for including these networks in our analysis will become clear in the results section.

We would like to remark that using the GCC of the protein interaction networks has the positive side effect to serve as a denoising of the network data. That means due to the fact that
none of the available PPI networks is neither complete (comprises all proteins) nor error free nor unbiased with respect to the coverage of the biological processes, certain parts of the PPI networks are more reliable than others [66]. Here with reliable we mean having a lower error as measured by the false negative and false positive rate of interactions. Due to the fact that the GCC has the property, among others, to be the largest connected component. BG: BioGrid database, IA: IntAct database.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035531.t001

Results

In order to perform a numerical analysis to investigate the similarity respectively dissimilarity between protein networks and either synthetically generated or technological and social networks, we calculate for each of these networks different network-based features, \( f = (M, s, d, h, \lambda, \mu, \sigma, n, \theta, I, Q) \), as described in the ‘Methods’ section. All networks we are using in the following analysis are listed in table 1 and 2. For each of the SCN and NGD networks we are using in our study, namely, 11 PPI networks, 70 synthetic and 3 technological and social networks.

From the 8 features \( f = (M, s, d, h, \lambda, \mu, \sigma, n, \theta, I, Q) \), we identify by an exhaustive search the best performing subset with the highest discriminatory power to separate PPI networks and gene duplication networks from each other. From this analysis, we found the 6-dimensional feature vector

\[
x = (M, s, h, \sigma, n, \theta, I, Q)
\]

(18)
to perform best. The resulting hierarchical clustering is shown in Fig. 5. As distance measure for the feature vectors we used the Canberra distance [68]

\[
d(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{6} \frac{|x_i - y_i|}{x_i + y_i}
\]

(19)
and for the agglomerative clustering we used the Mcquitty method [69] which joins clusters if they are reciprocally similar to each other.
The dendrogram in Fig. 5 consists of 8 principle clusters (branches), each consisting of related networks, e.g., SCN, NGD, DMC or PPI networks. The colors of these eight clusters are from left to right: purple, gray, green, brown, magenta, blue, gold and red. For example, the left most cluster (purple) contains only SCN networks of various types (as defined in table 3). Similarly, the gray and the blue clusters consist only of NGD networks (for parameters see table 4). Also the PPI networks form two distinguished clusters shown in green and magenta, containing 8 of the 11 PPI networks. Interestingly, the remaining 3 PPI networks are clustered together with the 3 non-biological networks, namely, the coauthorship networks (Netscience and Hep-th) and the power grid (brown and red cluster). We want to remark that we repeated the above analysis also for other clustering methods, e.g., complete-linkage and Ward’s method, and received qualitatively similar results to the presented ones.

From the dendrogram in Fig. 5 follow two important observations. First, the 6 network-based measures we employ to characterize the module structure of a network, result in feature vectors that allow a very good separation of the different network classes (populations). The class of a network can be seen as a label that assigns a network to a specific network category. Due to the fact that clustering analysis represents a form of unsupervised learning [70] these network labels haven’t been used for this analysis. Hence, our feature vectors would allow to discover network classes, without a training sample, in a predictive manner. This demonstrates that our feature vectors, respectively the network-based measures, capture sensible information about the module structure of the networks that corresponds with an intuitive separation of them. Here, it is important to emphasize that the resulting clustering provides the intuitive grouping of network classes, although, the components of the feature vectors

Figure 4. A schematic visualization of the three steps of the network gene duplication model (steps 1, 2 and 3: NGD) and the duplication-mutation complementation model (steps 1, 2 and 3': DMC). The colored and dashed edges highlight links or potential links effected with probability δ or α.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035531.g004
are abstract entities which may have no intuitive appeal at first sight. It is also interesting to highlight that the protein interaction network of *Mus musculus* is closest to the coauthorship network ‘NetScience’. From table 1, one can see that the GCC of *Mus musculus* is the smallest of all PPI networks, because this finding hints that the underlying idea was solely to generate a set of benchmark networks with a known module structure ([67]).

The second interesting observation from Fig. 5 is that the networks generated with the duplication-mutation complementation (DMC) model are similar to 2 of the 11 PPI networks, namely the PPI network of *Mus musculus* and *Arabidopsis thaliana* (brown cluster). In contrast, the networks generated with the NGD model, appear not to resemble important structural characteristics of the PPI networks, because otherwise these networks would not be assigned to distinct branches of the clustering but would be found in the same clusters as the PPI networks. Here, the fact that there exist parameter settings of the network gene duplication model that lead to very different network structures which can be discriminated easily, as the purple cluster on the left-hand side shows, is not as important as the non-existence of a parameter setting that would lead to a common cluster consisting of PPI and NGD networks.

We tried many different combinations of probabilities to add and delete links for the NGD and DMC model, as controlled by the two model parameters $\varepsilon$ and $\delta$, to explore the parameter space of these two models, however, none resulted in clusters that would be significantly different from the presented ones. Another interesting observation in this respect is that the second type of synthetic networks, indicated by SCN2, leads to network structures that are quite similar to the NGD8 networks (gold cluster). This is interesting because the model that underlies the SCN networks hasn’t been conceived with the purpose to produce biologically plausible results. Instead, the underlying idea was solely to generate a set of benchmark networks with a known module structure.

It is amazing to see that the coauthorship network (NetScience) and the power grid resemble the module structure of PPI networks similarly good as the networks generated with the DMC model. This motivates also the reason for including them in the analysis because this finding hints that naturally generated networks are significantly different to mathematically constructed networks. Here, we consider the SCN, NGD and DMC networks as mathematically constructed.

### The contribution of individual structural features

The above analysis is based on a 6-dimensional feature vector, namely, $x = (M, s, d, h, \sigma_{\text{mm}}, nMI, Q)$. In order to gain insights into the differences of the structural properties of PPI networks and gene duplication networks, we conduct an analysis to estimate the contribution of individual features to the separation of these networks. We start from a set of 8 different features $f = (M, s, d, h, \sigma_{\text{mm}}, nMI, Q)$ and eliminate subsets thereof. Specifically, we eliminate up to 5 features from $(M, s, d, h, \sigma_{\text{mm}}, nMI, Q)$ which gives a total number of different feature vector combinations, $\binom{8}{i}$. Here, a $x_i$ corresponds to such a feature vector. The hierarchical clustering for each of these $x_i$ is assessed by a clustering score. This score is additively defined over all branches in a hierarchical cluster-
ing, whereas for each branch we calculate the product of the number of PPI networks and the number of NGD and DMC networks. That means branches with a mixed population of networks have a high score and branches with only one network type have a score of zero. Coarsely speaking, the clustering score quantifies the mixing of the PPI and gene duplication networks and a perfect score of zero corresponds to a perfect separation of these networks.

The results of this analysis is shown in the left Fig. 6. Here the x-axis corresponds to the indexed feature vector combinations, \( x'_i \), and the y-axis is the normalized clustering score. The color of the dots indicate the number of features used for the hierarchical clustering.

Figure 5. Hierarchical clustering of all 84 networks used in our analysis. The color of the eight clusters from left to right (for a discussion see text): purple, gray, green, brown, magenta, blue, gold, red. The ‘NetType’ refers to the four principle network types: 1- synthetic networks (SCN), 2 - PPI networks, 3 - non-biological networks, 4 - network gene duplication networks (NGD), 5 - duplication mutation complementation networks (DMC). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035531.g005

Table 4. Parameters used to generate the synthetic community networks (SCN) shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>network name</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>( \text{max} k )</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( \text{min} c )</th>
<th>( \text{max} c )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCN1</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN2</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN3</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN4</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For explanation of the parameters the reader is referred to [67].

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035531.t004
clustering. From left to right: blue (7 features), green (6 features), orange (5 features), purple (4 features) and brown (3 features). From Fig. 6 one can see that there is just one feature vector combination that leads to a minimal score of 0.20, which means that there only a few branches in the hierarchical clustering where PPI and gene duplication networks can be found together. This corresponds to the hierarchical clustering shown in Fig. 5.

To obtain a quantification for the contribution of individual features on these results, we conduct the following analysis. First, we estimate for each of the 8 features \( f_i \) its score density, i.e., \( P_{f_i} \). That means if a feature has not been used for a clustering, we use the obtained score for this clustering for a density estimation. Then, we calculate from the score densities the cumulative distribution function (CDF), \( F_{f_i} \), and the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF),

\[
F_{f_i}(s) = 1 - F_{f_i}(s) = 1 - \int_0^s P_{f_i}(s') ds'.
\]

The meaning of \( F_{f_i}(s) \) is as follows: If feature vector \( f_i \) is not part of a feature vector combination than the probability of observing a score larger than \( s \) is \( F_{f_i}(s) \), i.e.,

\[
F_{f_i}(s) = \text{Prob}(\text{score} > s: f_i \text{ is not used}).
\]

The results for the 8 different complementary cumulative distribution functions are shown in the right Fig. 6. For any selected value of the score, one observes always the same two CCDFs with the highest probability, highlighted in green and red. These two CCDFs belong to the features \( f_2 = s \) (green) and \( f_1 = nMI \) (red). Hence, the absence of these features in a feature vector leads always to a higher probability to observe higher clustering scores. In other words, if the features \( s \) or \( nMI \) are not considered for a hierarchical clustering, the discriminative power of any feature set is compromised. However, due to the closeness of all 8 CCDFs, see Fig. 6, this effect is not strong enough to claim that only these two features are sufficient to result in a clustering with a low or even the lowest score. This is confirmed by a numerical analysis which gives a score of 0.29 for the feature vector \( x = (s, nMI) \).

This analysis demonstrates that there is no individual structural property in a network that has enough discriminatory power to allow separating branches of PPI and gene duplication networks. Instead, the combination of a variety of different features is needed.

Connecting data with models

Finally, we discuss the rational behind our analysis, which will also shed light on the robustness and interpretation of our results. In order to simplify the following discussion, a visual summary is presented in Fig. 7. First, we assume the existence of a (evolutionary) process that leads to the emergence of different species. For our discussion a species is represented by its underlying PPI network. An evolutionary process we consider abstractly as a model \( M(\Theta') \), which, depending on a set of parameters \( \Theta' \), generates PPI networks. The entity of all possible PPI networks that can be generated from the model \( M(\Theta') \) constitutes the population of PPI networks. From each PPI network \( G \) we can derive a feature vector \( x \), of a certain dimension, whose components represent properties of \( G \). This leads to the population of feature vectors that represents these properties for the whole population of PPI networks. It is important to note that we assume the dimension of \( x \) to be finite. For this reason, there is an unidirectional mapping from \( G \) to a feature vector \( x \) which means that the properties given by \( x \) may not be sufficient to reconstruct the network itself. Theoretically, one can assume that these feature vectors are drawn from an
unknown probability distribution, \( p(x|\Theta) \). However, neither \( M(\Theta') \) nor \( p(x|\Theta) \) are known or observable. The data available for an analysis are the PPI networks from a (small) number of different species. These PPI networks can be seen as a sample from the population of all possible PPI networks from all species obtained experimentally. From this sample of networks, one can derive feature vectors which constitutes themselves a sample. We would like to note that the sample of feature vectors \( \{x\} \) is only given indirectly via the observation of \( \{g\} \), because \( p(x|\Theta) \) is not accessible experimentally. In summary, we assume a mapping from an evolutionary model that constitutes the population of PPI networks, which is unobservable, to a sample of feature vectors, each representing one species. The practical merit from this mapping is that feature vector can be statistically studied within the framework of multivariate analysis. The model visualized in Fig. 7 describes exactly the way feature vectors were obtained for both synthetically generated network models. For example, in the case of the network gene duplication model we have \( M(\Theta') \) with \( \Theta' = (\tilde{z}, \hat{\delta}, \hat{N}) \).

From the above model follow several implications that are important for the interpretation of our results shown in Fig. 5. First, we do not need to make detailed assumptions about the evolutionary model. That means it could be just one model or three different models, e.g., one for Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukaryota. Instead, it is enough to assume that a PPI network is represented by a random vector. From the clustering of feature vectors shown in Fig. 5 one can see that the 11 different PPI networks are not randomly scattered, but clustered together in 2 clusters. This is an indicator that despite the differences that certainly exist among the individual PPI networks, respectively the underlying species, they are more similar among each other than with other network types. As a side note, this could imply that they are describable by just one underlying evolutionary model \( M(\Theta') \) to represent all PPI networks, but with different parameter values for different species. The fact that the PPI networks are not clustered in just one branch is no counter argument against this, because also the SCN and NGD networks, of which we know they are generated from the same underlying model, are distributed over several clusters.

More important for our analysis is the effect of the errors in the PPI networks. It is clear that none of the available PPI networks is error free, either missing true positive connections among proteins or, probably less likely, included false positive connections. In order to estimate these errors explicitly one would need to introduce a specific error model, which is based on assumptions. However, our framework does not require us to explicate such assumptions. More specifically, it is known that the errors in the PPI networks (false positives, false negatives) were created in a biased manner [66] effecting all networks. With respect to Fig. 5 this corresponds to a mechanism that influences the mapping

\[
\{G \sim M(\Theta')\}_\text{population} \xrightarrow{\text{experiment}} \{G\}_\text{sample} \quad (23)
\]

in the following way

\[
\{G \sim M(\Theta')\}_\text{population} + \text{error} \xrightarrow{\text{experiment}} \{\tilde{G}\}_\text{sample} \quad (24)
\]

This leads to the actually observed networks \( \{\tilde{G}\} \), which are different to the (true) PPI networks \( \{G\} \). Due to the fact that our analysis is comparative, based on a hierarchical clustering, investigating networks with respect to their similarity to other networks rather than individually, the effect of the presence of errors in the PPI networks is alleviated, when all PPI networks are approximately homogeneously effect by errors. If the differences between the errors on the feature vectors would be severely heterogeneous, we would not be able to observe clustered PPI networks, but they would be randomly scattered in the dendrogram. Hence, the presence of clusters of PPI networks in the dendrogram supports the claim that all PPI networks are similarly effected by errors and also that the noise level in these networks is smaller than the signal, as captured by the feature vectors, because otherwise there would be no meaningful clustering possible leading to discernible separations of networks of different classes.

Discussion

In this paper, we studied the question if gene duplication models allow to generate networks with a module structure that resembles the module structure one can find in experimentally obtained protein interaction networks. The results from our clustering analysis revealed the existence of different structural features on the module level, the NGD model and the DMC model exhibit compared with biological protein interaction networks and, hence, demonstrate limitations of these models [71]. We want to emphasize that we studied not only the parameter settings of the models listed in table 2, but many more. However, none resulted in qualitatively different results. This points to a general limitation.

---

**Figure 7. A schematic visualization of the connection between the underlying model \( M(\Theta') \) to generate networks and the feature vectors \( x \) used in our study.**
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of these models in the description of the evolution of modules in protein networks.

We would like to highlight that we found from our analysis the duplication-mutation complementation model [38] to be a better model for PPI networks than the network gene duplication model, at least for the two protein networks of Mus musculus and Arabidopsis thaliana. This difference in these two models hints that the new establishment of functional interactions between a new gene and genes already present in a genome (step 3 in Fig. 4) are less beneficial than their neglect (step 3’ in Fig. 4). Hence, this information could be utilized to revise an evolutionary duplication model, e.g., in combination with other biological mechanisms. For example, higher-order extensions with respect to the number of duplicated genes may be needed to rectify the obtained module structure of the resulting networks. Biologically, there is a multitude of genomic mechanism ranging from whole-genome duplication (polyploidy) to a restricted duplication of chromosomal regions [43,73–75] that provide ample opportunity for exploring plausible modifications of an extended duplication model.

From analyzing the influence individual features have on the separation of PPI and gene duplication networks, we found that there is no single structural feature that possess sufficiently discriminatory power to accomplish such a separation, but one needs a combination of several features. As most influential features we identified the relative size of the largest module (s) and the normalized mutual information (nMI). Interestingly, for PPI networks one finds a negative correlation coefficient of −0.21 between the values of s and nMI. For NGD networks their correlation is 0.78 and for DMC networks −0.72. Further, the correlation between the number of modules (M) and the modularity (Q) is for PPI networks negative (−0.51) and for NGD and DMC networks positive (0.31 and 0.70). This indicates structural differences of modules in the two gene duplication models, but also between these models and the PPI networks. Interestingly, for gene duplication networks an increasing number of modules (M) is associated with an increasing modularity (Q), whereas for PPI networks it is associated with a decreasing modularity.

The absence of individual features, allowing a separation of PPI and gene duplication networks, is not surprising because the module structure of networks corresponds to a mesoscopic level of description. This implies that systems properties are playing an important role which can not be reduced to individual proteins or features. Hence, our results are in accordance with the view of evolutionary systems biology [72] considering evolution as a high-dimensional process.

The NGD model and the DMC model have been studied numerous over the last few years and demonstrated to reproduce several features that are in accordance with protein networks [35,76–80]. However, these studies focused either on global properties of protein networks, e.g., degree distributions, studied individual protein networks only or investigated network motifs. Instead, in this paper we studied the module structure of protein interaction networks, which is generally believed to play a key role in the functional understanding of an organism. Another difference is that in our analysis we did not focus on individual protein networks but we considered all protein networks to belong to a population (or a sample thereof). This is an important difference because it allows to capture biological variability that is inevitably present in protein interaction networks from different organisms as well as in any stochastic process that generates networks like the NGD or DMC model. Hence, conducting a comparative, instead of an individual protein interaction network analysis allows to borrow strength from different members of the population (sample) to alleviate errors. As a direct consequence thereof, the basic entities of our analysis are the resulting branches of the clustering and their composition and not the position of individual networks. A related, yet different aspect of our approach and the fact that a clustering analysis performs a comparative analysis is that our study does not aim to provide precise estimates for specific network statistics, e.g., by means of interval estimators and their corresponding confidence intervals. The latter would require the introduction of additional assumptions and a different methodology, specifically adopted to the characteristics of the studied networks; see [91] as an example for such a study. In general, a clustering analysis is considered as an exploratory analysis which provides a valuable comprehension into the pattern of data without the need of making strong assumptions [82]. Hence, the simplicity of our approach is that it requires only a minimum of assumptions compared to more elaborate methodological approaches, e.g., confirmatory methods [83], and, hence, constitutes in the light of our limited knowledge about the evolution of protein interaction networks a sensible first step to gain insight into the complex and important module structure of protein networks.

We would like to emphasize that the modularity of a network is just one property of a network, like the degree distribution or the average path length. For this reason, it would be interesting to study further network properties of the network gene duplication model, the duplication-mutation complementation model and protein interaction networks to see if there are additions differences between these networks. Using the module structure was guided by biological considerations, however, one could also approach this problem from a more theoretical perspective probing different network characteristics. If such an abstract distinctive network property could be found, it would be interesting to think about a biological elucidation for this effect. The potential gain from such an analysis could be to discover novel biological features that may have been overlooked so far, because only properties with a clear biological interpretation have been studied.

Despite the fact that the primary concern of this paper is a biological topic in evolutionary biology the similarity of module structures between PPI networks and the coauthorship networks (Netscience and Hep-th) and the power grid is interesting. It hints that much can be learned from analyzing networks from different origin and different disciplines [84].
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